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The ever increasing adoption of mobile technologies and ubiquitous services allows to sense
human behavior at unprecedented level of details and scale. Wearable sensors, in particular, open up
a new window on human mobility and proximity in a variety of indoor environments. Here we review
stylized facts on the structural and dynamical properties of empirical networks of human face-to-face
proximity, measured in three dierent real-world contexts: an academic conference, a hospital ward, and
a museum exhibition. First, we discuss the structure of the aggregated contact networks, that project
out the detailed ordering of contact events while preserving temporal heterogeneities in their weights. We
show that the structural properties of aggregated networks highlight important dierences and unexpected
similarities across contexts, and discuss the additional complexity that arises from attributes that are
typically associated with nodes in real-world interaction networks, such as role classes in hospitals. We
then consider the empirical data at the nest level of detail, i.e., we consider time-dependent networks of
face-to-face proximity between individuals. To gain insights on the eects that causal constraints have on
spreading processes, we simulate the dynamics of a simple susceptible-infected model over the empirical
time-resolved contact data. We show that the spreading pathways for the epidemic process are strongly
aected by the temporal structure of the network data, and that the mere knowledge of static aggregated
networks leads to erroneous conclusions about the transmission paths on the corresponding dynamical
networks.
Abstract.

1 Introduction

heterogeneous data sources opens new challenges and opportunities, ranging from theoretical to applied issues. In

Due to the development of sensors of various types and

particular, longitudinal data, which have been tradition-

the use of digital media and computational devices, we

ally scarce in social network analysis [31, 32], are becoming

increasingly leave digital traces of our daily activities. The

more accessible. Thus, a dynamical perspective on interac-

scale at which such data can be gathered and analyzed

tion networks [33] becomes possible, and many new issues

aords a novel, data-driven approach in the investigation

can be investigated, such as the interplay of the network

of various aspects of human behavior at various scales,

dynamics with dynamical processes taking place on these

from mobility patterns [17] to instant messaging or email

networks.

exchange [813]. Proximity patterns [1418] can also be
detected using Bluetooth and Wi technologies, and even

In this perspective, we review here stylized facts on the

face-to-face copresence of individuals can be resolved with

structural and dynamical properties of empirical networks

high spatial and temporal resolution [1922].

of human face-to-face proximity, measured in three dier-

In many cases, the corresponding information nds a

ent real-world contexts: an academic conference, a hospi-

convenient representation in terms of complex networks

tal ward, and a museum exhibition. We rst describe the

and the corresponding network science approach has led

corresponding data sets in Section 2. In Section 3, we de-

to many interesting analysis and results [2330], In this

scribe the structure of the aggregated contact networks,

context, the combination of technological advances and of

that project out the detailed ordering of contact events

2
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while preserving the information about temporal hetero-

participants were anonymous and no attributes are avail-

geneities in the duration of contacts. We expose the simi-

able about the nodes and the links of the measured net-

larities and dierences of these networks across contexts,

works. The data set corresponding to this deployment is

and discuss the case in which individuals are divided into

also publicly avalable [38].

a priori categories or roles. Section 4 is devoted to the

Finally, we will discuss a third data set (OBG in the

study of a toy spreading process acting as a probe of

following) that was collected in a hospital ward [39], the

causality constraints of a dynamical network. Finally, we

pediatric ward of the Bambino Gesú Hospital in Rome,

discuss some directions of future work in Section 5.

Italy. The ward under study has
rooms with

2

44

beds arranged in

22

beds each, and mostly admits children with

acute respiratory diseases who do not require intensive

2 Data sets

care or surgery. Patients admitted into the ward are accompanied by one parent or caregiver who spends the

We consider three data sets gathered in the context of the

night in the same room. The data collection campaign

SocioPatterns project [19]. These data describe the face-

ran from the

to-face proximity of individuals in various contexts, with a

case, the association of each RFID badge with the cate-

9th

to the

16th

of November 2009. In this

20 seconds. More precisely, the data

gory of the person wearing it was recorded, according to

collection infrastructure developed by the SocioPatterns

the following classes: ward assistants (A), physicians (D),

project is based on active Radio-Frequency Identication

nurses (N), patients (P), and caregivers (C).

temporal resolution of

Devices (RFID) that exchange ultra-low power radio packets in a peer-to-peer fashion, as described in Refs. [1922].
As the human body acts as a RF shield at the carrier frequency used for communication, exchange of radio packets
between badges is only possible when two persons are at
close range (1 to

1.5m) and facing each other. Relations of

3 Aggregated contact networks
The whole temporal resolution of the data sets gives access
to the temporal network of interactions as a dynamical ob-

face-to-face proximity (or contact, as we will refer to it in

ject encoding the temporal structure of events. While we

the following) between the individuals wearing the RFID

will consider this very detailed information in the next sec-

tags are thus detected, and the operating parameters are

tion, we rst consider contact networks aggregated over a

such that contacts can be assessed with a probability in

given time window, as very useful summaries of the con-

excess of

99%

over an interval of

20

seconds. Once a con-

tact dynamics: in such networks, nodes represent individ-

tact has been established, it is considered ongoing as long

uals and a weighted link between two nodes represents

as the involved devices continue to exchange at least one

the fact that the two corresponding individuals have been

radio packet for every subsequent interval of

20

seconds.

in interaction. The weight of a link is given by the cumu-

Conversely, a contact is considered terminated if an inter-

lated duration of the contacts that took place between the

val of

20

seconds elapses with no packets exchanged. For

a detailed description of the sensing platform and some of
its deployments, see Refs.[1922].

two corresponding individuals during the considered time
window.
In this context, we note here that we are not deal-

The rst data set we consider (HT09 in the follow-

ing with bona de social networks, as the measurement

ing) was collected at the ACM Hypertext 2009 conference

infrastructure does not provide information about what

hosted by the ISI Foundation in Turin, Italy, from June

happens between two individuals while they are in face-

29th to July 1st , 2009. The data collection involved about
100 conference participants (75% of the conference atten-

to-face proximity. The data described here thus correspond to behavioral social networks. As often encountered

dees), and logged their mobility and respective proximity

in other types of real-world networks [28], they can be

in the public spaces of the conference venue, as well as

expected to display many non-trivial features, such as a

in the conference rooms [34, 35]. The sensed information

high level of clustering, community structures and het-

on face-to-face proximity of attendees was used to deliver

erogeneous weights. All these features have an important

social networking services for the participants [21, 22]. In

impact on the dynamical processes that unfold on these

the context of such applications, the project also collected

networks [28].

rich personal metadata about the participants and their
social connections. The anonymized data set of the list of
contacts between participants is publicly available on the
SocioPatterns website [36].

3.1 Similar statistics, dierent network structures

The second data set studied (SG in the following)

We rst consider the SG and HT09 data sets, in which in-

was gathered at the INFECTIOUS exhibition held at the

dividuals are not classied into distinct categories. As an-

Science Gallery museum in Dublin, Ireland, from April

alyzed in [20, 35] and recalled in Fig. 1, the distribution of

17th

[35, 37]. As part of an interactive

contact durations show a very strong similarity despite the

exhibit, visitors were equipped with a RFID tag upon en-

dierences in the contexts. This similarity is also observed

tering the venue, and therefore almost the totality of them

at the aggregated level of the distribution of link weights

were tracked as they streamed through the museum. Over

(i.e., of daily cumulated contact durations), as shown in

3

Fig. 2. The degree distributions of the daily aggregated

to July

17th , 2009

months, the individual mobility and proximity relations

of more than

14, 000

persons were recorded. In this case

contact networks, shown in Fig. 3, are short-tailed in both
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Distributions of the contact durations for the HT09
(pluses) and SG (circles) deployments, averaged over all days.
Despite the dierences in the measurement contexts, the distributions are superimposed.

Fig. 1.

Cumulative degree distributions for the daily aggregated networks of one HT09 conference day (pluses) and for
the SG aggregated networks (circles), averaged over all daily
aggregated networks.
Fig. 3.
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be explained by the dierent patterns of presence of the
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attendees on the premises: in the conference case, most
participants are present during the whole conference duration (or at least during entire days). In the museum case
on the contrary, the visit duration distribution is close to

P(wij)
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10

a log-normal, with geometric mean around

35

minutes.

As a consequence, museum visitors are unlikely to inter-

-3

10

act directly with other visitors entering the venue more
than one hour after or before them, thus preventing the
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aggregated network from exhibiting small-world proper-
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ties. Figure 5 reports the SG aggregated networks for two
dierent days, where the network diameter is highlighted
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and each node is colored according to the arrival time of
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the corresponding visitor (see also the visualizations of

Weight distributions for the daily aggregated networks
of one HT09 conference day (pluses) and for the SG aggregated
networks (circles), averaged over all daily aggregated networks.
The weight of a link represents the total time spent in face-toface proximity by the two linked individuals during the aggregation interval (here one day).

Fig. 2.

[40]): there is limited interaction among visitors entering
the museum at dierent times, and the network diameter clearly denes a path connecting visitors that enter
the venue at subsequent times, mirroring the longitudinal dimension of the network. These ndings show that
aggregated network topology and longitudinal/temporal
properties are deeply interwoven.
Beyond the topological analysis and the statistical dis-

data sets, with exponential decreases at large degrees; the

tributions of node's and link's properties, the investigation

dierent behavioral patterns of conference attendees and

of correlations between temporal and topological aspects

museum visitors are only reected in the daily average de-

reveals also some interesting dierences between the con-

grees, close to

8

for SG and much larger (close to

20)

for

ference and museum contexts. Let us consider the strength

HT09, which seems natural given that one of the goals of

s

a conference attendee is precisely to encounter colleagues.

links starting from it [4]: it corresponds, for each individ-

of each node, dened as the sum of the weights of all

The statistical similarities of the aggregated contact

ual, to the cumulated time of interaction with other indi-

networks hide however important dierences in their struc-

viduals. Correlations between the strength and the degree

tures, as the visual inspection of Figure 4 reveals: the ag-

are quantied by computing the average strength

gregated network of interactions during a HT09 confer-

nodes of degree

ence day is much more compact than the ones describ-

yield a linear dependency with

ing the interactions between museum visitors. Several of

is the average link weight. Other behaviors have been ob-

the SG daily aggregated networks are even composed of

served in various contexts [4, 20, 42]. A super-linear de-

various connected components. A more quantitative anal-

pendence such as the one observed in some conference

ysis shows that a typical daily aggregated network is a

settings [20] hints at the presence of super-spreader nodes

small-world network in a conference context, while it lacks

that play a prominent role in processes such as information

this property in the museum case [35]. This dierence can

diusion [43, 44]. On the other hand, the sub-linear depen-

k:

hs(k)i of

a random assignment of weights would

hs(k)i ∼ hwik ,

where

hwi

4
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(Color online) Aggregated networks for two days of the
SG museum deployment (From [40]). Nodes are colored according to the corresponding visitor's entry time slot. The network
diameter is highlighted. The circular bar chart displays the
recorded number of social encounters over two-minute intervals. The position and angle of the bars are those of the hour
hand of a 12-hour clock at the corresponding time. The colors
of the bars match those used for the arrival time of nodes in
the graph, so that the bar chart also serves as the legend for
the color-coding of time. See [40] for a visualization of all the
SG museum deployment days.
Fig. 5.
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Daily aggregated networks in the HT09 and SG deployments. Nodes represent individuals and edges are drawn
between nodes if at least one contact event was detected during the aggregation interval. Top: aggregated network for one
day of the HT09 conference. Bottom: one representative day at
the SG deployment. The network visualizations were produced
using the Gephi software [41].

Fig. 4.

dence observed for large-scale phone call networks [42] cor-
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k
Fig. 6. (Color online) Correlation between node's strength and
degree, as measured by the average strength hs(k)i of nodes of
degree k. The gure shows hs(k)i/(hwik), for the SG (circles)
and the HT09 (pluses). The dashed lines stand for a linear t
and a power law t to the data for the HT09 and SG deployments, respectively. Distinct increasing and decreasing trends
are respectively observed. The inset shows the data for the SG
deployment on a doubly logarithmic scale (circles) together
with the power law t to the data (dashed line).

responds to the fact that more active individuals spend on
average less time in each call. Figure 6 displays the ratio

hs(k)i/(hwik)

for the SG and HT09 daily aggregated net-

works, showing two opposite trends: an increasing trend
in the conference setting, and a decreasing one in the museum setting. In particular,

hs(k)i/(hwik)

3.2 Population categories and contact network
subgraphs

can be tted

linearly for the HT09 case, with a positive slope, while

In the case of the OBG data set, the fact that the individ-

the SG data can be tted by a power law with a negative

uals are divided into several categories implies a rich un-

exponent. These results indicate that individuals who en-

derlying structure of the aggregated networks. The global

countered the same number of distinct persons can have

aggregated network can indeed be divided into two dier-

dierent spreading potentials, depending on the setting.

ent types of subgraphs: (i) the subgraphs of the interac-

It also gives a warning about characterizing the spread-

tions taking place between individuals of a given category

ing potential of a node by only measuring the number of

(e.g., nurse-nurse interactions), and (ii) the bipartite net-

distinct encounters, which can yield a misleading view.

works of the interactions between members of a category

A
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Fig. 7.

with members of a dierent category

B.

The correspond-

expected, the patient-caregiver contacts are very specic.

ing networks are displayed for the OBG data in Figure 7,

Each patient has contacts with essentially one caregiver,

unveiling important dierences in the contact patterns of

and vice-versa, which corresponds to the fact that each

dierent categories. The subgraphs describing the interac-

patient was accompanied by one caregiver.

tions between physicians, between nurses or between ward
assistants are rather dense, indicating a large diversity of
contacts: within a given role, each health care worker interacts with many others. The picture is completely different for patients and caregivers: not only are there very
few contacts among caregivers or among patients, but, as

As in other contexts, the durations of individual contact and the cumulated time spent in face-to-face proximity by pairs of individuals are broadly distributed, spanning several orders of magnitude. Figure 8 shows the distributions of the weights of the subgraphs of the global aggregated network corresponding to the various role pairs

Cumulative contact duration wt (sec)
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an interesting way of exploring the role of causality in
such networks. To this aim, it is possible to consider a dynamical process taking place (i) either on the dynamical
network describing the real temporal sequence of events,
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Role pair

Boxplots for the distributions of cumulative contact
durations wt between individuals belonging to given role pairs
(horizontal axis), given the occurrence of a contact. We only
consider non-zero values of wt , and contact durations are expressed in seconds and normalized to a 24-hour interval. On
normalizing, the experimental resolution of 20 seconds yields
the lowest value of 2.5 seconds visible in the gure. The bottom and top of the boxes correspond to the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the horizontal segment indicates the median. The
ends of the whiskers correspond to the 5th and 95th percentiles.
The dots are outliers located outside the 90% condence interval, i.e., events falling below the 5th percentile or above the
95th percentile.

Fig. 8.

or (ii) on an aggregated network in which the information about the precise order of events is discarded. We
focus here on spreading processes, that can range from
very schematic and simplistic models used as theoretical
investigation tools to increasingly complex and detailed
models of practical relevance.
Let us rst focus on a simple deterministic snowball
SI model of epidemic or information diusion [44]. In this
model, individuals are divided into two categories, susceptible (S) who have not yet been reached by the infection
(or information), and infected ones (I), who carry the disease (or have received the information) and can propagate
it to other individuals. In the simplest, deterministic version, every contact between a susceptible individual and
an infected one results in a transmission event in which

(i.e., the subgraphs shown in Fig. 7). Interestingly, all the
distributions are broad, showing that strong uctuations
are observed for each category pair. However, the distributions are dierent and cover distinct ranges, with the
strongest uctuations for the pairs involving one caregiver
and one patient.
The aggregated networks encode a rich information
about the contact patterns within a category and between
categories of individuals, that can be used to simulate dynamical processes unfolding on the network, as discussed
in the next section. Moreover, some interesting open questions emerge, regarding for instance the possibility to automatically infer the category of each individual, from the
global aggregated network. As the interaction patterns
seem to be assortative in some cases (nurses) and disassortative in other cases (patients and caregivers), usual community detection algorithms that focus on nding groups
of cohesively connected nodes would be unable to perform
such classication, and more advanced machine learning
algorithms would most probably be needed.

the susceptible becomes infected, according to

S +I → 2I .

Moreover, infected individuals do not recover. The process
is initiated by a single infected individual (seed) selected
at random. Through its simplicity, such a schematic model
gives interesting illustrations on the impact of causality
constraints in dynamical networks, and on how dierent
temporal contact patterns can lead to dierent outcomes.
Let us rst focus on the dierence in the spreading
paths on the dynamical network and on the corresponding aggregated network. More precisely, we dene, for each
seed, two distinct networks: the transmission network is
the network along which the infection spreads (i.e., the
network whose edges are given by

S ↔ I

contacts); the

partially aggregated network on the other hand is dened
as the network aggregated from the time the seed appears
in the data set to the end of the day (as the infection can
only reach individuals present at the venue after the entry
of the seed). The distance between the seed and another
node

i

in the transmission network gives therefore the ac-

tual number of transmission events that occurred in order
to reach

i,

and is therefore the length of the fastest seed-

4 Dynamical processes on dynamical
networks

to-infected-individual path which respects causality. On

The measurement infrastructure yields in each deploy-

of fastest paths turns out to be broader and shifted toward

ment very detailed informations on the face-to-face in-

higher values than the corresponding shortest path distri-

teractions between individuals, including not only the du-

bution, both for a conference day or a museum setting, as

ration, but also the starting time of each contact. While

it is also observed in other cases [48]. This dierence can

the other hand, it is also possible to compute the short-

est seed-to-infected-individual path on the partially aggregated network. As shown in Figure 9, the distribution

aggregated networks are static representations in which

be understood through a simple example: if

the order of appearance of links is unknown, the gathered

nated and encounters

data sets contain the time-order of the contacts, i.e. it en-

encounters

codes the causality of the events. These data sets represent

i and k
1.

therefore instances of dynamical networks, whose study

k,

j,

i

who then encounters

is contami-

k,

before

i

the actual (fastest) spreading path between

is of length

2,

while the shortest path is of length
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Fig. 9. Distribution of the path lengths nd from the seed to
all the infected individuals calculated over the transmission
network (black circles) and the partially aggregated networks
(red pluses). The distributions are computed, for each day, by
varying the choice of the seed over all individuals.

Simple processes such as the SI model also provide a
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Ninf /Nsus

Distribution of the ratio Ninf /Nsus for the HT09 and
the SG data, averaged over all potential seeds. Ninf is the nal
number of infected individuals at the end of one day, while Nsus
is the number of individuals that could potentially be reached
by a causal transmission path starting at the seed. Nsus is given
by the number of individuals visiting the premises in the same
day, from the time the seed enters the premises, and belonging
to the same connected component as the seed.
Fig. 10.

comparison tool between dierent data sets or dierent
dynamical networks. We illustrate from this point of view
the dierences between the dynamical networks of face-toface interactions in a museum (SG data set) and during a
conference (HT09 data set) in Figures 10 and 11.
As mentioned previously, the spreading process cannot reach individuals who have left the venue before the
seed enters. Therefore, we consider the ratio of the nal
number of infected individuals,

Ninf , to the number Nsus of

individuals who can be potentially reached through causal
transmission paths starting at the seed. The distributions
of this ratio are reported in Fig. 10. In the case of HT09,
almost all the potentially infected individuals will be infected by the end of the day, whereas the distribution of

Ninf /Nsus

is broader in the SG case. Within a static net-

work description on the other hand,
equal to

Nsus ,

Ninf

would always be

a misleading approximation of reality. Fig-

ure 11 gives additional insight into this issue, by showing,
for each seed, the cumulative number of infected individuals as a function of time (i.e., the incidence curve), for
a selected day of the HT09 conference and for one day
of the SG data. In the case of the HT09 conference, the
earliest possible seeds are the conference organizers, but
few spreading events occur until conference participants
gather for the coee break and/or meet up at the end of
the rst talk, between

10:00

and

11:00.

A strong increase

in the number of infected individuals is then observed, and
a second strong increase occurs during the lunch break.
As a result of the concentration in time of transmission

not. A dierent picture is obtained in the SG case, even
in the case shown in the gure, which is a favorable setting for spreading, as it corresponds to a day with many
visitors and a globally connected aggregated network: the
incidence curves do not present sharp gradients, and later
epidemics are unable to infect a large fraction of daily visitors. Once again, such dierences in the spreading temporal patterns could not be detected from the study of
aggregated networks.

The quantitative description of face-to-face interactions between individuals can also be used to simulate
and study the propagation of communicable diseases, using more realistic models of illnesses [49]. In particular, it
is possible to compare the simulated spread on the real
dynamical contact network with the spreading on aggregated static networks. It turns out that, as the spreading
and recovery timescales of realistic disease models is usually of the order of days, an aggregated network taking
into account the daily duration of contacts is a good approximation to the full resolution network, whereas a homogeneous representation which retains only the topology
of the contact network fails in reproducing the size of the
epidemic.

events, spreading processes reach very similar (and high)
incidence levels after a few hours, regardless of the ini-

In summary, the role and importance of the causal-

20s

tial seed or its arriving time. Even processes started after

ity constraints at a temporal resolution of

15:00 can reach about 80% of the conference participants.

on the timescale of the dynamical process that unfolds

Thus, the crucial point for the spreading process does not

on top of the dynamical network. On the other hand, the

consist in knowing where and when the epidemic trajec-

heterogeneity in the contact durations remains an essen-

tory has started, but whether the seed or any other sub-

tial information in order to correctly model and simulate

sequently infected individual attend the coee break or

propagation processes.

depends

8
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erties of the contact networks. The contact patterns are

HT09: June 30th

Incidence curve

100
80
60

very heterogeneous, as could be expected, and, in the hospital case, this heterogeneity is observed inside each cat-

8:00 to 9:00
9:00 to 10:00
10:00 to 11:00
11:00 to 12:00
12:00 to 13:00
13:00 to 14:00
14:00 to 15:00
15:00 to 16:00
16:00 to 17:00

egory of individuals and in the duration of contacts for
each category pair, although dierences are observed between dierent category pairs. From this point of view,
it would be very interesting to develop automated way of
detecting behavioral categories in the interaction patterns
and to understand how they match the a priori roles of
individuals.

40

The interplay of toy dynamical models such as a deterministic spreading process and of the network temporal
dimension has been shown to be an interesting investiga-

20

tion tool for longitudinal data, as it uncovers important
dierences in the data sets. In this respect, an open issue

0
08:00 10:00 12:00 14:00 16:00 18:00 20:00

Time

fraction of the population under study, and it would be

SG: July 14

interesting to understand how this sampling would aect
the results. How the results of section 4 depend on the

300

Incidence curve

200
150

access to only a subset of the interactions taking place
between the individuals, or even to the interactions of a

th

250

regards the role of sampling: in many cases one could have

12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00

respective time scales of the dynamical process and of the
network is also an interesting direction for future work.
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(Color online) Incidence curves, giving the number of
infected versus time for a spreading phenomenon simulated in
the HT09 and SG data. Top: HT09, June 30th (aggregated network consisting of N = 102 individuals); Bottom: SG network
for July 14th (N = 282 individuals). Each curve corresponds
to a dierent seed, and is color-coded according to the starting
time of the spreading.
Fig. 11.

5 Conclusion
The availability of longitudinal data describing the interactions of individuals in dierent contexts opens new
issues and opportunities in the analysis of complex networks. We have reviewed here recently gathered data sets
on behavioral networks of face-to-face proximity in three
very dierent contexts and environments: in a conference,
a group of individuals gathers and interacts in a repeated
fashion; in a museum on the contrary, a ux of individuals streams through the premises, following a predened
path; nally, in a hospital, individuals with very dierent roles and mobility patterns interact repeatedly. We
have shown how unexpected similar statistical properties
emerge, sometimes hiding very important structural prop-
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